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Joint Communication and Control for
mmWave/THz Beam Alignment in V2X Networks
Bo Chang, Xiaoyu Yan, Lei Zhang, Zhi Chen, Lingxiang Li, and Muhammad Ali Imran
Abstract—As promising candidate frequency bands, millimeter
wave (mmWave) and terahertz (THz) communications can pro-
vide ultra-high transmission rate to enable vehicle-to-everything
(V2X) networks for connected autonomous vehicles (CAV). How-
ever, beam alignment is extremely challenging in mmWave/THz
communications due to its narrow beam-width and fast mobility
of CAV. In this paper, we propose a new joint communication
and control algorithm for beam alignment, where the mutual
positive effect of communications and motion control of CAV on
each other is discussed. Specifically, we first provide a framework
to show the interaction between motion control of CAV and
beam alignment of transmission from base station (BS) to CAV.
Then, we analyze the effect of CAV control on beam alignment
in communications, where a theorem is obtained to show the
closed-form expression of their relationship. Finally, we discuss
the CAV control design affected by beam alignment. Simulation
results show remarkable performance of the proposed method.
Index Terms—V2X, CAV, mmWave and THz communications,
beam alignment, joint communication and control.
I. INTRODUCTION
DRIVEN by the advances in 5G, artificial intelligence (AI),sensing techniques, cloud/edge computing, etc., vehicle-
to-everything (V2X) networks are enabling a transition from
connected vehicles (CV) to connected autonomous vehicles
(CAV) [1]–[3], which are connected to each other or infrastruc-
ture for exchanging road or safety related information. With
the assistance of sensed information by massively deployed
sensors (e.g., Lidar or Radar) embedded in vehicles or along
the road, high autonomous driving level, e.g., L4 or L5
autonomous driving of CAV, can be achieved with little or no
human control in the near future. Furthermore, a huge amount
of data are needed to be transmitted to CAV to guarantee the
entertainment of the passengers. As a result, there can be 4
TB data generated for CAV every hour [4] [5]. Unfortunately,
today’s wireless networks are lagging far behind in their ability
to support ultra-high data rate [6] [7]. For instance, it has been
reported that the capacity of the frequency band less than 60
GHz can hardly provide transmission rate more than Gigabits
per second (Gbps) [8] [9].
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As promising candidate frequency bands, high frequency
millimeter wave (mmWave) and terahertz (THz) communi-
cations have the potential to meet the aforementioned data
requirement by providing ultra-high transmission rate, i.e.,
tens of Gbps or even several Terabits per second (Tbps) [9]–
[11]. There are two benefits can be provided in mmWave/THz
communication enabled V2X networks for CAV. First, as the
aforementioned discussion, the ultra-high data rate required in
safe driving and entertainment of CAV can be fully guaranteed.
Second, through trading time resource by frequency resource,
the transmission latency can be significantly reduced by the
ultra-wide band (UWB), which means that ultra-reliable and
low-latency communication (URLLC) can be provided by high
frequency bands to enable cellular assisted real-time motion
control of CAV, thus enhancing safe driving [12]. In the
following this paper, we adopt mmWave frequency band as
an example to develop the proposed method, which can be
extended into THz band straightforwardly.
However, it is extremely challenging to adopt mmWave
communications since the alignment of narrow beam-width
in mmWave is very difficult for high-speed CAV [13]–[16].
Conventional beam alignment methods have difficulties of
dealing with the above issue efficiently because of the high
complexity or heavy resource consumption [17]–[21]. For in-
stance, according to [18], a bidirectional transmission between
transceiver is required to obtain essential information (e.g,
vehicle’s position) for conventional beam alignment in the 3rd
generation partnerships project (3GPP), which results in heavy
signal overhead since high mobility of CAV requires frequent
beam tracking. For example, for a Cassegrain antenna working
at 220 GHz, the effective beamwidth is about 0.3◦ [9]. If a
vehicle is moving with velocity about 120 km/h and about
100 m distance from the transmission antenna, the effective
beamwidth is about 10 m, which can be only covered in
tens of millisecond (ms) with such high velocity. Then, the
essential information for motion control should be received
in tens of ms level. Otherwise, the vehicle would be out of
the effective beamwidth. It is extremely difficult to deal with
such high frequent beam tracking, and meanwhile provide
sufficient time resource for data transmission in wireless
communications. On the other hand, beam-sweeping is another
important beam alignment method [22]–[26]. For instance, in
[25], the proposed method first finds the receiver with low
accuracy by wide beam, and then obtain the position of the
receiver with high accuracy using narrow beam. Furthermore,
joint communication and radar based beam alignment method
attracts a lot of interest from researchers, where the base
station (BS) works as a radar to locate the receiver for beam
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alignment [27]. This method can be treated as localization-
based alignment method, which works well in relatively static
environment. However, when the vehicle is moving with
high speed, e.g., the maximum speed in motorway is about
120 km/h, the resource consumption would be very high in
frequent scanning with tens of ms level in the aforementioned
scanning method and joint communication and radar method.
In addition, since too much time resource is spent on scanning
and localization, the issue that little time resource for data
transmission also exists.
In fact, massive distributed sensors embedded in vehicles or
deployed along the road can provide high precision vehicle’s
information and environmental information (e.g. traffic infor-
mation on the road) for automatic driving. Such high precision
information provides a potential solution for beam alignment
in mmWave communications. If a controller embedded in
BS can obtain the above high precision information from
sensors, the controller can provide its own control command
to enhance automatic driving, which is cellular assisted motion
control [28]. The overall control loop of cellular assisted
motion control begins from sampling at the sensor. Then,
the controller at BS receives the sampled information and
calculates control command. Finally, CAV receives the control
command and update the vehicle’s position, velocity, etc.
Then, the beam alignment can be operated by the sampled high
precision information of CAV during cellular assisted motion
control. On the other hand, if the beam is misalignment,
the channel capacity would be reduced significantly. Then,
the control information in cellular assisted real-time motion
control can be discarded since the channel capacity cannot
guarantee quality-of-service (QoS) in URLLC. As a result,
the cellular assisted real-time motion control would be failed.
In addition, the required data rate cannot be maintained when
the beam is misalignment.
The heavy resource consumption in conventional beam
alignment methods can be solved in the aforementioned beam
alignment during cellular assisted motion control. However,
high frequent control information update from the sensor to BS
is introduced. If the cellular assisted control loop is operated
by constant periodical time triggered control, the control loop
would be updated with the same high frequency as that from
sensor to BS. Then, a lot of resource would be consumed in
the control loop. In addition, the issue that little time resource
for data transmission from BS to CAV is still not solved.
To lower control information update frequency, provide
more time resource for data transmission from BS to CAV,
and further reduce resource consumption in cellular assisted
motion control, a new event-triggered control policy is consid-
ered in this paper. Such event control policies are promising
in motion control [29]. Only when some triggering event
occurs, the control loop for state update would be activated.
However, the control loop is usually activated by some control
events, e.g., the difference between the estimated state and
actual state exceeding a certain threshold, which is usually
from control perspective. Based on that, the communication
resource allocation is conducted [29]. On the contrary, this
paper considers a new activation criterion from communication
perspective. When the data rate requirement cannot be guaran-
teed because of the beam misalignment, the cellular assisted
motion control loop would be activated to update the state
of CAV (e.g., vehicle’s position, velocity, and direction), and
meanwhile the information of CAV at BS would be updated.
When the cellular assisted motion control is not activated,
the controller embedded in BS would not receive the sensed
information. In this case, there would be no control command
transmitted from BS to CAV. Then, more time resource for
data transmission from BS to CAV can be provided. Compared
with constant periodical time triggered control, communication
resource consumption can be further reduced in the proposed
event-triggered control policy.
However, when the transmission is not activated, the event-
triggered control policy would enlarge the state error between
the real state of CAV and that known at BS. Since the accuracy
of the beam alignment is directly determined by the state error,
the misalignment would increase when the motion control is
not activated. It leads to that the required data rate cannot
be guaranteed in this case. Thus, both the event-triggered
cellular assisted control design and required data rate of CAV
should be jointly taken into consideration in beam alignment
design at the BS, which is joint communication and control
for beam alignment design. We notice that some works were
done on motion control based beam alignment [28]. However,
the interaction between communication and control is lacked
in these works. In addition, the motion control prediction
of autonomous vehicles in [28] is based on ideal scenario,
where the movement of the vehicles is predicted by GPS
with a preplanned path or a constrained path, instead of the
kinematic model of CAV. This assumption is too strong to
be used in real scenarios. For instance, in urban road, the
road condition and surrounding environment are very complex.
Then, the information of the vehicles (e.g., velocity, direction,
and position) may change rapidly, which would result in sig-
nificant error of the GPS-based prediction method. Therefore,
the beam misalignment would be enlarged. Furthermore, the
effect of the data rate loss caused by beam misalignment on the
control prediction design is missed in [28]. Then, the system
design jointly considering the positive interaction between
beam alignment from communication perspective and motion
control from control perspective cannot be operated.
In this paper, we propose a new joint communication and
control algorithm for beam alignment to deal with the above
issues. In the proposed method, we first discuss how to utilize
the sensed information in both transmission scheduling of
the event-triggered cellular assisted motion control and beam
alignment in mmWave communications. Then, we analyze
how to guarantee data requirement by beam alignment in
mmWave communications, which is conducted by the event-
triggered motion control design. Here, the data requirement
is treated as a threshold in the event-triggered motion control
design. In summary, the main contributions of this paper are
as follows:
• We propose a new joint communication and control
algorithm for mmWave beam alignment method at BS
for CAV in V2X networks, where both transmission data
rate requirement in communications and event-triggered
control policy are jointly considered in beam alignment
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Fig. 1: Cellular assisted motion control of CAV with mmWave
communications.
design. In return, such a beam alignment design can
both guarantee high rate requirement of CAV and provide
cellular assisted motion control to enhance safe driving
of CAV.
• We analyze the effect of sampled information at the
sensor from control perspective on the beam alignment in
mmWave communications. A theorem is obtained to show
the relationship between misalignment error and state
error kept in the controller at BS, where the misalignment
error follows Rayleigh distribution introduced because of
the state error following Gaussian distribution.
• We discuss the effect of the beam misalignment on event-
triggered cellular assisted motion control design, where
the channel capacity loss introduced by misalignment
is adopted as the event to trigger the cellular assisted
motion control of CAV. Here, a closed-form expression
of the channel capacity is obtained as control triggering
threshold.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, the system model and problem statement are presented.
In Section III, joint communication and control for mmWave
beam alignment scheme is introduced. In Section IV, we
analyze the stability performance of the proposed method.
In Section V, simulation results are provided to show the
performance. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, we provide the system model by taking
both mmWave communications and cellular assisted motion
control of CAV into consideration. For the convenience of
discussion, we consider a simplified CAV model as shown
in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, we only focus on the data transmission
via the downlink, i.e., a BS transmitting the necessary data
to a mobile CAV with constrained data rate via mmWave
communications1, where beam alignment is critical for the
transmission. In fact, the transmission from a sensor to BS
is also conducted by mmWave communications. The beam
alignment is easy for the transmission from the sensor to BS
since the sensor is deployed statically along the road. Since
we focus on the beam alignment for the transmission from BS
to CAV, the transmission from the sensor to BS is assumed
perfect, i.e., there is no packet loss from the sensor to BS,
1Note that the scenario that mmWave blockage happens between BS and
CAV would be treated as our future work.
to simplify our discussion, where the imperfect transmission
would be treated as our future work. Here, the alignment
of the transmitting beam of BS and the detection beam of
the receiver is one of the most important parameters that
determine the transmissions data rate from BS to CAV. In
addition, a sensor2 takes samples of CAV and sends them
to BS when the transmission to CAV is activated by event-
triggered policy. Then, a controller embedded in BS calculates
a control command based on the received samples and sends it
to CAV to update the state of CAV. Similar simplified motion
control model for CAV has been adopted in many works
[30]–[32]. In the following of this section, we first introduce
the cellular assisted motion control model of CAV. Then, we
present the mmWave communication model from BS to CAV.
Finally, we provide the transmission activation problem from
BS to CAV in event-triggered control policy. By solving the
problem, The transmission data rate requirement from BS to
CAV can be guaranteed with the proposed beam alignment
method.
A. Cellular Assisted Motion Control Model
In the aforementioned control process, the discrete time
motion control update function of CAV is given by [30]–[34]
x:+1 = Ax: + BD: + w: , (1)
where x:+1 is the updated state of CAV at time index : + 1,
x: is the current sampled state of CAV at time index : , D:
is the motion control input, and w: is the disturbance caused
by additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean
and variance W. In addition, A and B represent the system
parameter matrices, which will be introduced later.
To illustrate such a model, an example of a cart with an
inverted pendulum is adopted, where the goal of the cart’s
motion control is to maintain the balance of the inverted
pendulum.
Example: To maintain the balance of the inverted pen-
dulum, the controller needs the information about the cart’s
position and velocity and the pendulum’s angle and angle
velocity from the sensor. Then, the controller can calculate
the control command for the cart to maintain the pendulum’s
balance. In the aforementioned motion control process, the
state of the cart and inverted pendulum at time index : can
be expressed as x: = (2: , ¤2: , \: , ¤\: ), where 2: represents the
cart’s position, ¤2: represents the cart’s velocity, \: represents
the pendulum’s angle, and ¤\: represents the pendulum’s an-
gular velocity. Then, the expression of A and B consists of
the pendulum length 2b, the inertia of the pendulum Ψ, the
friction of the cart Z , the gravitational acceleration q, the mass
2Here, we consider the sensor is independently deployed from BS and CAV,
which is necessary for CAV to obtain global information for autonomous
driving. Note that the sensor can also be embedded in CAV or BS can work
as radar sensing the necessary information for autonomous driving.
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of the pendulum _, and the mass of the cart Λ. By physical-
mathematics calculation, A and B can be expressed as [33]
A =
©­­­­«























More details about this example can be found in [35]. The
pair (A,B) is assumed to be controllable and the initial state
x0 is assumed to be given and determinate [36]. Substituting
the above parameters into (1), we can obtain the discrete time
motion control update function for the cart based inverted
pendulum. 
We assume that the sampled state at the sensor at each time
index : is perfect and can be expressed as y: = x: . Such
assumption is usually adopted in motion control research [30]–
[34]. Furthermore, we assume that X: = 1 represents that the
sensor transmits the sampled state to the controller at BS at
time index : and X: = 0 represents that the transmission from
the sensor to the controller is not activated. Then, the received




y: , when X: = 1,
∅, when X: = 0.
(2)
Based on (2), the controller at BS can calculate the control
input as
D: = Kz: , (3)
where K is the control gain.
B. mmWave Communication Model
We assume that the sensor are deployed along the road
statically, where it is very easy to deal with beam alignment
of the link from the sensor to BS3. Then, in this paper, we
would focus the beam alignment of the downlink from BS to
CAV in mmWave communications, which is used to guarantee
the required ultra-high data rate of CAV and assist the motion
control by the control command from the controller at BS to
CAV. In the following of this subsection, we first introduce
the signal model and channel capacity of the downlink via
mmWave communications. Then, we provide the channel
model of the downlink, especially the misalignment channel
fading.
3The case that the sensor embedded in the vehicle is treated as our future
work.
1) Signal Model: The received signal can be expressed as
H = ℎG + =, (4)
where G ∈ C is the complex transmitted signal, ℎ ∈ C is
the complex flat fading wireless channel, = ∈ C is complex
additive noise with zero-mean and variance #0, i.e., = v
# (0, #0). Then, the channel capacity can be obtained as




where % is the transmission power.
2) Channel Model: The flat fading wireless channel ℎ
in (4) consists of path-loss ℎ6, multipath fading ℎ 5 , and
misalignment fading ℎ<, which can be expressed as
ℎ = ℎ6ℎ 5 ℎ<. (6)
Next, we would introduce them in details, respectively.
• Path-loss: The path-loss ℎ6 in mmWave communications
consists of propagation loss ℎ6? and molecular absorption
ℎ60, which can be expressed as
ℎ6 = ℎ6?ℎ60 . (7)







where C and A are the transmission and reception
gains depending on antenna orientation, respectively. In
addition, 2 is the speed of light, 5 is the occupied
frequency band, and 3 is the distance between transceiver.
Furthermore, the molecular absorption ℎ60 can be ex-
pressed as [37]
ℎ60 = 4
− 12 ^U ( 5 )3 , (9)
where ^U ( 5 ) is the medium absorption factor for the
relative area per unit of volume. For the convenience of
discussion, a simplified medium absorption factor model
in [9] is adopted in this paper, which is expressed as
^U ( 5 ) = i1 ( 5 , E) + i2 ( 5 , E) + i3 ( 5 ). (10)
According to [9], we have
i1 ( 5 , E) =
Ψ1 (E)
Ω1 (E) + ( 51002 − 21)2
, (11)
i2 ( 5 , E) =
Ψ2 (E)
Ω2 (E) + ( 51002 − 22)2
, (12)
and
i3 ( 5 ) = ?1 5 3 + ?2 5 2 + ?3 5 + ?4. (13)
According to [37], we have 21 = 10.835 cm−1, 22 =
12.664 cm−1, ?1 = 5.54×10−37 Hz−3, ?2 = −3.94×10−25
Hz−2, ?3 = 9.06 × 10−14 Hz−1, ?4 = −6.36 × 10−3. In
addition, Ψ1 (E) = 61E(62E + 63), Ω1 (E) = (64E + 65)2,
Ψ2 (E) = 65E(66E + 67), and Ω2 (E) = (68E + 69)2, where
61 = 0.2205, 62 = 0.1303, 63 = 0.0294, 64 = 0.4093,





Fig. 2: Misalignment between BS beam and receiver beam.
and 69 = 0.0956. Furthermore, E is the mixed ratio of
water vapor in unit volume, which can be expressed
as E = (d?F (), ?)/(100?). Here, d and ? are rela-
tive humidity and atmospheric pressure, respectively, and
?F (), ?) is the saturated water vapor partial pressure
when the temperature is ) . According to [9], we have
?F (), ?) = @1 (@2 + @3[ℎ)4
@4 ()−@5 )
)−@6 ,
where @1 = 6.1121, @2 = 1.0007, @3 = 3.46×10−6 hPa−1,
@4 = 17.502, @5 = 273.15 0K, @6 = 32.18 0K, and [ℎ is
the pressure in hPa
• Multipath fading: In this paper, we consider that the
multipath fading is represented by Rayleigh distribution,











where ℎ̂ 5 is the U = 2 root mean value of the fading
channel envelop.
• Misalignment fading: As shown in Fig. 2, We assume
that the detection beam of the receiver covers an area of
( with radius A and the radius of the covering area for the
transmitting beam is ' at distance 3, where 0 ≤ ' ≤ '3
and '3 is the maximum radius of the beam at distance
3. In addition, ; is the misalignment error between the
beam center of the transceiver. Then, according to [38],




which means that misalignment fading is represented by
the power received at the receiver in the area ( at distance
3. In addition, '4@ is the equivalent beam-width and (0
the received power when ; = 0, which can be expressed
as
(0 = erf (n)2. (16)




2'3) and erf (·) is Gauss
error function. Furthermore, the equivalent beam-width









Based on cellular assisted control model and mmWave
communication model, we discuss how to jointly design com-
munication and control to obtain the downlink transmission
activation policy in (2). Such a design aims to obtain proper
beam alignment area maintaining the data rate requirement
in the downlink communications. Furthermore, this design
should provide more time resource for data transmission
than periodical time triggered motion control, and meanwhile
guarantee control performance. According to [29], if there is
no transmission from sensor to controller, the error between
the known state at the controller and the actual state of
CAV would increase. This would enlarge the misalignment
distance ; in Fig. 2. Then, the channel capacity will reduce
significantly in mmWave communications. We assume that
there is a capacity threshold Cℎ to guarantee the data rate
requirement. Then, there should be a transmission activation




1, if : ≤ Cℎ ,
0, if : > Cℎ ,
(18)
where there is no need to activate the transmission when the
data rate is larger than the threshold at time index : , i.e., : >
Cℎ . Otherwise, the transmission is necessary when : ≤ Cℎ .
The goal of this paper is to find a proper threshold Cℎ for
(18) to reduce wireless resource consumption at the sensor,
maintain control performance, and meanwhile guarantee the
channel capacity requirement in mmWave communications.
III. JOINT COMMUNICATION AND CONTROL FOR BEAM
ALIGNMENT SCHEME
We intend to find a feasible control triggering policy to
reduce the effect of beam misalignment on date rate loss
in mmWave communications, as well as maintain control
stability. Thus, in the following of this section, we first analyze
the data rate loss introduced by beam misalignment. Then, we
develop the control triggering condition constrained by data
rate requirement. Since the position of the CAV affects the
beam alignment, we only abstract the horizontal position of
the cart and the vertical position of the inverted pendulum in
the proposed scheme in the following of this paper.
A. Data Rate Loss Introduced by Beam Misalignment in
mmWave Communications
From (5) and (6), the channel capacity can be further written
as4
 = log2 (1 +
|ℎ|2%
#0
) = log2 (1 +
|ℎ6 |2 |ℎ 5 |2 |ℎ< |2%
#0
). (19)
4Here, we omit the time index : since the capacity expression holds for
each index :.
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where ℎ6, ℎ 5 , and ℎ< are independent. In (19), path-loss ℎ6
and Rayleigh fading ℎ 5 have no effect on beam misalignment.
Next, we focus on beam misalignment fading coefficient ℎ<.
From (15), the misalignment fading is determined by
the misalignment error ; between the beam center of the
transceiver, where the error ; is further determined by wireless
motion control triggered policy. Then, we can conclude that
the data rate loss is determined by wireless motion control
triggered policy. Specifically, when the received the state
information x: at the BS from the sensor is with high accuracy,
the error ; would be small. Then, the misalignment fading
coefficient ℎ< is small, which leads to small data rate loss in
(19). Otherwise, the data rate loss in (19) would be large.
B. Misalignment Distance Error Introduced by Motion Con-
trol
In this subsection, we intend to obtain a data rate require-
ment based method for control triggering policy. Since most
sensors are power by battery, reducing energy consumption
is very important for wireless control system design, where
event-triggered methods are very popular to deal with this
issue from control perspective. In such methods, the sensor
is usually supposed to keep a local estimate of the state for
triggering policy design5 [29]. The estimated state can be
written as6
x̂:+1 |: = Ax̂: |: + BD: , (20)
where w: in (1) is omitted since it is random parameter at the
vehicle and can not be predicted at the sensor [29]. Equation
(20) means that the state estimation at time index : + 1 is
determined by the state estimation and the control input at the
latest time index : . In addition, x̂: |: is the state estimation at
time index : and can be expressed as
x̂: |: =
{
x: , when X: = 1,
x̂: |:−1, when X: = 0.
(21)
If the sensor can obtain the control triggering policy based
on its estimation and observation to determine when it is
necessary to transmit the observation to the BS, huge amount
of energy consumption would be saved compared with trans-
mitting at each time index : .
Jointly considering the actual control update in (1) and
estimated state in (20), we can obtain the error between actual
state and estimated state as




where 8 = 0, 1, 2, ..., = is the time step from : to : + 1 that no
transmission occurs. The equation (22) indicates that the error
between the observation state y:+1 = x:+1 and the estimated
5Note that the Kalman filter estimating states from control perspective is
not recommended to be used at the sensor since the limited available energy
and computing property.
6This estimation method belongs to model predictive control method, which
is widely used at the sensor.
state at the sensor follows AWGN distribution. Then, each












where 9 and < = 1, ..., " are the row and column of A. Then,
e:+1 follows AWGN distribution with zero mean and variance







From communication perspective, to obtain the misalign-
ment error, we need the position information in the state x:+1,
where the horizontal position is represented as G1,:+1 and
the vertical position is represented as G2,:+1, respectively. We
further assume that f2 = f2G1 and g
2 = f2G2/f
2
G1 . Then, we










the beam center of the transceiver follows Rayleigh distribu-












 (2c |1 − 1
g
) and the variance
is var(;) = 4−c2
(
gf




)2. Here,  (2c |1 − 1
g
) is the
elliptic integral of the second kind.
Proof. See Appendix A.
C. Control Triggering Policy Constrained by Data Rate Re-
quirement
Next, we discuss the threshold Cℎ design and obtain a
closed-form expression for Cℎ .
From (15) and (19), we have







1 + 0(exp(1;2: ))
2) , (25)
where 0 = (20 |ℎ6 |
2 |ℎ 5 |2 %#0 and 1 = −
2
'24@
. Based on (24), we
can obtain the pdf of the channel capacity as
5: (2) =
−22 ln(2)







Given control triggering probability ?CA , we have


















Then, the triggering threshold of the mmWave communica-
tions for motion control can be expressed as
Cℎ = log2 (0?
−41f2B
CA + 1). (28)
7Here, we omit the time index : since the expression of the error holds
for each index :.
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Data rate requirement from BS to CAV in 
mmWave communications
Control triggering policy based on data 
rate requirement
Beam alignment
Fig. 3: Relationship in joint communication and control design
for beam alignment in mmWave communications for CAV.
Data rate requirement at time index k, 
which is determined by beam alignment 
from (19)
Control triggering policy at time index k 
from (29)
Fig. 4: Operating process of the proposed method.
Finally, the control triggering condition can be rewritten as
X: =

1, if : ≤ log2 (0?
−41f2B
CA + 1),




In (29), this paper obtains a threshold Cℎ at each time index
: with closed-form expression, which reduce wireless resource
consumption at the sensor and meanwhile guarantee the chan-
nel capacity requirement in mmWave communications.
In Fig. 3, we conclude the proposed joint communication
and control design for beam alignment in mmWave com-
munications for CAV. From this figure, the beam alignment
in mmWave communications links the data rate in mmWave
communications and control triggering policy design. On the
one hand, the beam alignment is one of the most impor-
tant parameters that determine the transmission data rate in
mmWave communications. The data rate would experience
large loss if the beam misalignment is large. Furthermore,
the data rate requirement would bring a constraint on beam
alignment. When the beam alignment is in a certain range,
the data rate requirement can be guaranteed. On the other
hand, the beam alignment is determined by the control state
error of CAV. Theorem 1 shows that large state error would
increase the beam misalignment. In addition, the successful
control state update is determined by beam alignment. If
the beam misalignment is too large to support the control
command transmission from BS to CAV, the state error would
be enlarged. Then, the transmission data rate requirement
cannot be guaranteed. Thus, the control state update could be
failed because of communication packet loss. In summary, we
obtain (29) to indicate the joint communication data rate and
control triggering policy design for beam alignment for CAV
in V2X networks. In (29), by setting a data rate threshold
in data transmission from BS to CAV guaranteeing control
requirement and communication requirement, the proposed
control triggering policy can be obtained for beam alignment
in mmWave communications.
In Fig. 4, we conclude the operating process of the proposed
method. First, the data rate requirement at each time index :
determined by beam alignment can be obtained by (19), which
is treated as the threshold of data rate at the time index : .
Then, based on (29), we can obtain that whether the control
update of CAV should be triggered or not.
In the next section, we provide the control performance of
the proposed method, which will show that the control stability
can be maintained by the proposed method.
IV. CONTROL STABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED
METHOD
In this section, we discuss the stability performance of
the proposed method, where we focus on the mean-square
stability. We assume that the control input is represented by
D: = Kx̂: |: , (30)
where K = −(R + B) PB)−1B) PA [29]. Here, P is the unique
positive definite solution to the following algebraic Riccati
equation, i.e., P = A) PA +Q −K) (R + B) PB)K, where R ∈
'<×< is positive definite, Q ∈ '=×= is positive semi-definite,
and matrix pair (A,Q 12 ) is observable.
Let :0 = 0, X:0 = 1, : 9+1 = inf{: ′ ∈ {: 9+1, · · · , :−1}|X:′ =
1}, 8 = max{ 9 ∈ # |: 9 < :}. Then, we have 9 ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 8},
which means that 8 transmissions occur in : time indexes and
the transmission time index is : 9 . Then, (22) can be further
rewritten as




Furthermore, we have mean-square expression as
E[x): 9x: 9 ] = Tr
(







is the trace operation. In the following, we discuss
E[x: 9x): 9 ] in (32), which can be expressed as (33) on the top
of next page. We assume
G: 9=E








Then, we have the relationship between x: 9 and x0 as
E[x: 9x): 9 ] = (A + BK)





(A + BK): 9−:<:< ((A + BK): 9−:< )) ,
(35)
where the second term on the right side is bounded since x0
is constant. Then, we need to show that the first term on the
right side is bounded. Since w< is independent identically




A: 9−1−<W(A: 9−1−<)) , (36)
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( +  ): 9−: 9−1x: 9−1x): 9−1
(




where the zero mean value of F< is adopted.
which means that the the total noise power is the accumu-
lation of the failed transmission time indexes from the latest
successful transmission.
We assume that Tr(W) < 3. Then, Tr(G: 9 ) is bounded,
where there exists a positive definite matrix S that makes the
following expression hold, i.e.,
G: 9 ≤ S − (A + BK)S(A + BK)) . (37)
Then, for each time index : , we have (38) on the top of next
page.
From (32) and (38), we can obtain
E[x): 9x: 9 ]≤Tr(S)+x
)
0 ((A + BK)
: ))(A + BK):x0. (39)
We assume that there exists ` ∈ [0, 1) satisfying (A +
BK)) P(A + BK) ≤ `P. Then, (39) can be further written
as
E[x): 9x: 9 ]≤Tr(S)+x
)
0 ((A + BK)
: )) (A + BK):x0




which means that the mean-square of E[x)
: 9
x: 9 ] is upper
bounded. In other word, the adopted wireless control system
of the proposed method is mean-square stable. Then, we
can conclude that the proposed method can reduce wireless
resource consumption at the sensor, maintain control stability,
and meanwhile guarantee the channel capacity requirement in
mmWave communications.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we provide simulation results of both
mmWave communications and motion control of CAV to
demonstrate the performance of the proposed method, where
the system model is the same as shown in Fig. 1. For
simplicity, only the horizontal and vertical positions of the






, B = (0.5, 1)) , w: ∼ # (0, 0.5), and control
input gain is K = (−0.2068,−0.6756)) . Furthermore, the
activation probability of the sensor is ?CA = 0.33, transmission
SNR is %/#0 = 25 dB, the radius of the beam for the receiver
antenna is A = 0.85, the radius of the beam for the BS antenna
is '3 = 0.55, and the multipath fading is ℎ 5 = 1. In addition,
the periodical time triggered control method in [39] is adopted
as the benchmark to show the performance of the proposed
method in this paper.
Fig. 5 demonstrates the CAV state update with different
sampling time index, where the triggering probability is %CA =




2,: is the 2-norm of the state
x: . From this figure, both the conventional periodical time
triggered method and the proposed joint communication and
control algorithm for mmWave beam alignment method with
capacity threshold triggered control would maintain stable
with sampling time index increasing, e.g., the state would be
stable when : ≥ 9 in this figure. In addition, the difference of
the control performance for the conventional method and the
proposed method is minor, which indicates that the proposed
method works well from control perspective.
Fig. 6 shows the cumulative probability of the total trig-
gering numbers in control process, where 500 control time
indexes are counted in the control process. From this figure,
compared with the conventional periodical time triggered
method, the proposed method can significantly reduces the
total transmission frequency and meanwhile guarantee the rate
requirement at each sampling time index.
Fig. 7 illustrates the statistical channel capacity performance
of the proposed method, i.e., cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of channel capacity, where the triggering probability is
%CA = 0.35. From this figure, the statistical channel capacity
performance of the proposed method is similar to the conven-
tional method with minor performance loss.
Fig. 8 shows the channel capacity performance of the
proposed method when the triggering probability of the sensor
increases. From this figure, the channel capacity of the pro-
posed method increases with triggering probability increasing.
This is reasonable since larger triggering probability leads to
larger transmission frequency, which further reduces the error
between estimated position and actual position of the CAV.
When triggering probability is large enough, e.g., ?CA ≥ 0.32
in this figure, the channel capacity loss of the proposed method
can be ignored compared with convention method. In addition,
we provide the GPS-based motion control prediction method
for beam alignment in [28] as the comparison. Compare with
the adopted method in [28], the proposed method in this
paper can achieve significant high channel capacity with larger
probability. This is reasonable since the proposed method
in this paper is based on the actual kinematic model of
CAV, which can provide high prediction precision compared
with GPS-based motion control prediction. Then, the beam
alignment is more accuracy than that in [28], which leads to
higher data rate than that in [28].
In summary, the simulation results indicate that the proposed
joint communication and control for mmWave beam alignment
method with capacity threshold triggered control can guarantee
the rate requirement of the CAV in mmWave communications
for future V2X networks and meanwhile maintain good cel-
lular assisted motion control performance of the CAV.
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Periodical time triggered method
Proposed method
Fig. 5: CAV control performance with sampling time index.




























Periodical time triggered method
Proposed method
Fig. 6: Cumulative probability of the total triggering numbers
in control process.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a new joint communication
and control algorithm for beam alignment, where the mutual
positive effect of mmWave/THz communications and motion
control of CAV on each other is discussed. First, we provided
a framework to show the interaction between motion control of
CAV and beam alignment of mmWave/THz communications.
Second, we analyzed the effect of CAV control on beam align-
















Periodical time triggered method
Proposed method
Fig. 7: CDF performance of the channel capacity for the
proposed method.
















Periodical time triggered method
Proposed method
The adopted method in [28]
Fig. 8: Channel capacity with different triggering probability.
ment in mmWave/THz communications, where the closed-
form expression of their relationship is obtained. Third, we
discussed the CAV control design affected by beam alignment.
Finally, we obtained the control stability performance of
the proposed method. Simulation results indicated that the
proposed method could guarantee the rate requirement of the
CAV in mmWave/THz communications in V2X networks and
meanwhile maintained good cellular assisted motion control
10
performance of the CAV.
APPENDIX A
This appendix provides the detailed proof of Theorem 1.
According to [37], the envelope of the sum of two indepen-
dent Gaussian signal follows Rayleigh distribution. Then, we




2 between the beam
center of the transceiver follows Rayleigh distribution. Since
G1 and G2 are independent, we can obtain


















2 5 (G1, G2)3G13G2. (42)
We assume G1 = @ cos(_) and G2 = @ sin(_). Then, (42) can




























where  (2c |1 − 1
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) is the elliptic integral of the second kind.
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The proof for Theorem 1 is completed.
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